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B.4. ACCELERATOR DRIVEN SYSTEMS (ADS): A PRINCIPAL NEUTRONICS AND
TRANSMUTATION POTENTIAL

I. Slessarev
CEA, Cadarache, France

The proposed accelerator-based systems [1] use a beam of high energy protons to produce
supplementary (external) neutrons as a result of spallation processes in a target. These neutrons
are successively used to feed a subcritical blanket and can be used for the following goals:

• to create or to enhance a neutron surplus available for incineration of those long lived toxic
nuclei which require neutrons (they can be long lived fission products, Minor Actinides
(MA's) in the case when thermal neutron spectrum is applied, etc.);

• to enhance the deterministic safety features for reactivity-type of accidents.

B.4.1. OVERALL NEUTRONICS OF THE ADS

The external neutron source (i due to heavy nuclei spallation in a subcritical (keff < 1) medium can
be defined as

u = T-f ( neutrons per fission in the medium )

where F - is the number of neutrons returning to the ADS-medium if each fission has been transformed
into proton current (spallation effectiveness),

f - is the fission fraction (fraction of energy) actually being used for spallation.

The following equations describe the neutronics of the ADS-blanket:

(1)

where

v - averaged secondary neutron number of fission process,

<p* - importance of spallation neutrons in the given ADS,

I - proton current (mA),

W - ADS thermal power (MW),

z - the number of neutrons gained due to spallation per proton.
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B.4.2. DETERMINISTIC SAFETY ASPECTS

One of ADS important potential is relating to deterministic safety concerning reactivity types of
accidents. Evidently that all similar accidents can be certainly eliminated if ADS-reactivity could never
exceed k,ff = 1. It means that the sum of the initial k°eff and all possible reactivity effects (burnup reactivity
swing, including Np (or Pa) effect, power reactivity and void effects as well as other similar effects), taken
for unfavorable situations, will never exceed critical value.

Obviously, subcriticality ( k°eff < 1 ) can not guarantee these properties (except the case of a too low
level k̂ ff when economics is not acceptable usually), while a combination of subcriticality and "stabilized
reactivity" is a predisposition of deterministic safety features.

Further detailed simulations of all important accident scenarios are necessary in order to make a reliable
deterministic safety potential analysis.

B.4.3. ECONOMICS

Economics puts an important impact on ADS-parameters choice [2,9].

For transmutation problems, which are not dependent on neutron surplus production (e.g. Pu burnup),
it is important too keep k°eff - value close to critical state, because it allows to decrease requirements to
proton beam power as well as to proton current. A benefit of ADS for these cases is relating to in the most
cases deterministic safety enhancement. In turn, this is important to have small reactivity effects including
bumup reactivity swing in ADS. Otherwise, one has to keep kcff during a long core life at rather low level
resulting in an economic penalty.

For example, in ADS with proton energy 1 GeV, the T is evaluated as 0.8 - 1.0 neutron/fission at
z = 25 neutron/proton. It gives approximately 0.1 neutron/fission per each 10% of energy spent for the
accelerator (cp* = 1). Meanwhile, the analysis of a neutron surplus production potential shows (see
paragraph B.I.4) that there is another way to enhance neutron surplus: ADS-blanket neutronics
optimization.

Hence, both deterministic safety and economics considerations show an importance of "stable
reactivity" concepts for ADS.

The economics of ADS depends upon the following negative factors: the necessity to have a "beam-
target" system, as well as to spend a part of energy for proton current. Capital cost of the accelerator can
affect ADS-economics. At the same time, enhanced safety potential of ADS allows to simplify reactor
control.

A very rough preliminary estimation shows that a cost of the accelerator must not exceed 1/3 of the
blanket cost to allow ADS to be economically acceptable.

Hence, a low capital cost of the accelerator, small fraction of consumed energy and a high k°cff - value
may give an opportunity to be economically competitive with critical reactor.

In some Np-scenarios, even small fraction of ADS allows to reduce essentially MA-masses and fuel
toxicity of all NP (as in the case of ADS/TransPu-Burners, see next paragraphs). For these cases, ADS-
economic potentials will not be too important.

B.4.4. TOXICITY TRANSMUTATION POTENTIAL OF THE ADS

Minimization of the sources of a long-term toxicity in relation to energy production can be considered
as the main goal of neutronics transmutation of both fuel and long-lived fission products (LLFP).

There are at least three types of long-term toxicity source [1]:
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• fuel inventory in the nuclear reactors (systems),

• fuel wastes in the process of a discharged fuel reprocessing,

• long-lived radioactive fission products.

It seems that the last two sources mentioned are the most important due to toxicity accumulation during
the normal functioning of the nuclear power industry [3].

For perspective development of nuclear power there is a state of "equilibrium", when similar operations
(reactor fuel feeding, fuel burning, reprocessing, etc.) are constantly repeating. This leads inevitably to a
"quasi-stabilization" of fuel and fuel waste contents.

B.4.4.1. Reduction of the long term toxicity of fission products

The neutron surplus potential of nuclear system depends on the overall neutron balance of
every nucleus - "predecessor" (participating in reactor fuel feeding) and his "family", neutron
"parasitic" losses (neutron leakage, absorption in construction materials (L + CM), et c.) and
external neutron source [i [1 - 3].

For an equilibrium state, a neutron surplus potential Gj of a J-family being under irradiation
can be expressed through the "neutron consumption" Dj (note: negative consumption means
production) during family life (up to be fissioned completely):

Gj (neutrons/fission) = - Dj - (L + CM)

The neutron consumption level Dj depends mostly on neutron spectrum and neutron flux level
(the last one defines the competitiveness between neutron processes and radioactive decay).
Generally, if a reactor is feeding by a set of nuclei, one has a total neutron surplus potential G of
a system (in presence of an external source):

G(neutrons/fission)=Y, (XyxGy)+n = - £ (XyxDy)-(L+CM)+u=G0+p

where Xj is an "enrichment" of J-family "predecessor" (i.e. normalized fraction of J-nucleus) in
the feed fuel and ^ is a corresponding internal neutron surplus potential (for critical reactors
G-Go).

A necessity to increase the neutron surplus potential (to increase LLFP-incineration rate) leads
to ADS-concepts with a lower k°eff - level, which allows to increase the \L - value. It contradicts
to some opinion, that the highest neutron "amplification" is more favorable for transmutation
purposes. However, a low k°eff leads to a high energy consumption and the final value has to be
chosen taking into account ADS-economics.

In practice, G-value reflects the neutron balance and its enhancement has a reasonable limit:
for almost all realistic power reactors the (L + CM) value is roughly 0.3 neutrons/fission.

Criticality condition of a fissionable medium at equilibrium corresponds to Go = 0 and the Go

value defines generally the potentially achievable multiplication factor Jkeff as:
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Table I gives the Go - value potential (neutrons/fission) for fuel nuclei in different neutron spectra with
"standard" and "high" averaged neutron fluxes F, when (L + CM) being taken equal to 0.3 neutrons/fission
for all reactors and ADS.

TABLE I T H E INTERNAL NEUTRON SURPLUS: Go- VALUES F O R LWR A N D FR SPECTRA
FOR SOME I M P O R T A N T FAMILIES

J-families The LWR-Spectrum The FR-spectrum

<j)= 10'4 + 1015 n7cm2-s <fr = 1014+1015 n/cm2-s
235U + (0.32+0.35) + (0.58+0.60)
238U - (0.37+0.29) + (0.32+0.35)
232Th - (0.06+0.06) + (0.09+0.09)
239Pu +(0.42+0.53) +(1.16+1.21)
242Pu -(1.54+0.98) -(0.26+0.41)
2 4 lAm -(1.37+1.11) +(0.32+0.43)
243Am - (0.59+0.58) + (0.30+0.70)

Table I shows that:

fast spectrum is the most favorable for all families regarding on neutron surplus production

• 232Th is the "poorest" among all natural fuels; its neutron production is 0.2 - 0.3 neutrons/fission
less then of 23SU. The internal neutron surplus of the Thorium family is not very sensitive to the
spectrum type,

• the sensitivity of the neutron surplus to the neutron flux level is not of a high importance;
nevertheless it can be helpful for some special problem resolution.

A neutron surplus gained directly from spallation (u.) depends on blanket thermal efficiency and fission
energy. Then fast spectrum blankets can give some supplementary advantage - about 20 - 30% in the u. -
value when compared to thermal spectrum blankets [1].

Table II shows the neutron surplus potential of TransPu-fuel discharging from L W R ' s (closed cycle
for U, Pu, Np) at different neutron flux levels for important neutron spectra. It can be seen that TransPu-
fuel does not require a neutron surplus being burnt in a fast spectrum.

B.4.4.2. Fuel waste toxicity (FWT) reduction.

The source of fuel waste toxicity risk is originated from the "losses" of discharged fuel. In the case
of an open cycle, "losses" represent 100% discharge to a repository. In the case of reprocessing, "losses"
are related to the decontamination efficiency of the chemical fuel reprocessing. The Fuel Waste Toxicity
(FWT) is the consequence of the losses of the equilibrium fuel mass. The F W T (per electricity production
unit) can be easily evaluated by the following expression [3,4]:

FWT = Y(l ~B)/BxJ2 £ T^xLOS, (2)
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TABLE n . NEUTRON PRODUCTION (NEUTRONS PER FISSION) POTENTIAL OF TransPu-
BURNERS ((-D) VALUES [1]

Spectra

Fast

Thermal

Super-
thermal

Flux level

1015

1O16

1017

1014

1O15

1016

1014

1015

1O16

1017

^ ' P u

+1.46

+1.51

+1.52

+0.72

+0.83

+0.85

+1.01

+1.04

+1.07

+1.13

^ ' A m

+0.62

+0.73

+0.78

-1.07

-0.81

+0.02
... ; -
-0.74

+0.04

+0.54

+0.66

242mAm

+1.36

+1.48

+1.54

-0.11

+0.16

+1.00

+0.25

+1.03

+1.53

+1.66

243 A m

+0.60

+1.00

+1.07

-0.29

+0.28

+0.45

-0.89

-0.53

-0.21

+0.36

^ C m

1.39

+1.84

+1.92

+0.68

+ 1.24

+1.32

+0.10

+0.42

+0.48

+0.49

TransPu6- TransPuE

+0.68 - +0.80

+0.90-+1.15

+0.96-+1.22

-0.69 - -0.20

-O.31-+O.3O

+0.26 - +0.58

-0.72 - -0.64

-0.11 - -0 .18

+ 0 . 5 5 - +0.11

+0.45
(TransPu8) and (TransPuE) are "neutron production" of the transplutoniums discharging from LWR-open fuel cycle
(i.e. in the beginning "B" of the closing cycle procedure) and from LWR (closed fuel cycle for U+Pu+Np) at
equilibrium "E".

In equation (2) we have summed up all nuclei which make up the feed fathers (235U, 238U, 239Pu, MA's,
TransPu, et c.) And we have used the following notations:

y - mass (gram) of fission products per net electric energy production unit; its value depends
mostly on a reactor thermal efficiency and varies between 0.9 xlO6 (fast reactors ) and 1.2xlO6

gram/GWe per year (thermal reactors),

B - fuel burnup (in 5 of heavy atoms, h.a.),

LOS, - a fraction of I-nucleus being lost in fuel cycle operations,

Z, Tj, - toxicity of J-family in a fuel (I - index of a family member) in one gram of reactor fuel at
equilibrium (i.e. unit fuel mass toxicity after irradiation, see Table HI).

Hence, fuel waste toxicity source depends mostly on neutron spectrum (through family toxicities), fuel
bumup and losses during reprocessing. Subcriticality level does not play an important role in the FWT: it
changes the fuel feeding relative concentration, but total FWT (for exception of special cases) usually varies
slightly.

The fuel waste toxicities time-dependent distribution at equilibrium is shown on Fig. 1 for the main
principal nuclear reactors with closed Uranium and Thorium fuel cycles. The standard LWR (open fuel
cycle) and "conservative" fuel loss data have been taken as a reference: 0.1% for Uranium, 0.1% for
Plutonium and 1% for MA's.

Closed fuel cycles give always the lower fuel waste toxicities when compared to the standard LWR
(open cycle), having even more toxic fuel then the standard LWR due to much smaller losses (<1%) of the
total fuel mass of the standard LWR discharge.
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FIG. 1. The fuel waste toxiclties time-dependent distribution at equilibrium for the main principal
nuclear reactors with closed Uranium and Thorium fuel cycles. The standard LWR (open fuel cycle) is
used as the reference

B.4.4.3. On ADS- "niches" in nuclear power

Considering possible "niches" for ADS in nuclear power, three stages of NP-development can be
considering: starting, long-term development and stagnation or power reduction.

Let suppose that on starting stage (due to a power industry inertia) the share of new reactor generation
(including fast reactors) can not be high enough and it will be possible to use a small option of new
installations only. Hence, the most realistic scenario of the "starting stage" of NP development can assume
to use of all potential of the current reactor park for maximum FWT-reduction (to avoid Pu and MA
accumulation).

It is not evident that LWR fully closing fuel cycle can be realized at an industrial scale, since the
accumulation of MA affects strongly the LWR properties. It seems that is more easy to close fuel cycle for
U, Np and Pu fuel components only.

Hence, at current stage, nuclear power can use:

• the closed LWR fuel cycle (for U, Np and Pu) and a special reactor - TransPu-Burner to
prevent an accumulation of transplutoniums.

A preliminary assessment of the FWT-reduction potential shows that TransPu-buming is extremely
important: theoretically, closing of LWR fuel cycle (for U, Np and Pu components) in a combination with
TransPu-bumout in a fast spectrum TransPu-Burner (closed cycle, bumup 15 % h.a.) Allows to reduce the
FWT up to a factor 100.

Due to some "negative" physics property (such as very low delayed neutron fraction, low Doppler
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reactivity effect, positive void reactivity effects, et c), due to some specific technologic difficulties,
TransPu produces problems of being used in standard critical reactors. This can be the case to use
subcritical ADS/TransPu-Bumers.

Potentially, molten salt concepts are more suitable to play the TransPu-Bumer role. They are:

• less sensitive (due to a possibility of continuous fuel feeding) to burnup reactivity swing effects.
They do not demand a variable accelerator power due to constant subcriticality during burnup; can
have a higher k^ with an acceptable deterministic margin to reactivity type accidents. Hence, they
can spent less energy for accelerator needs;

• less sensitive to "peaking" flux shape due to fuel mixing;

Besides, they have:

• the highest average to maximum burnup ratio (fuel mixing effect) that reduces the FWT-level;
maximum neutron spallation importance (p* due to possibility of proton beam insertion directly to
region with maximum neutron importance and to fissile nuclei.

It was evaluated that Transplutonium fuel provides (see Table HI) a rather high neutron surplus (ca 0.5
neutron per fission) in fast neutron spectrum, while other neutron spectra require additional fuel to support
a krff as well as a higher fraction of Burners in NP.

TABLE III. NORMALIZED TOXICITIES OF J-FAMILIES Tj AT EQUILIBRIUM (in Sv/gram of
family). Tj WAS AVERAGED ON SHORT (102 -=-104 YEARS) AND LONG (102 -=- 106 YEARS) TIME
INTERVALS (NEGLIGIBLE LOSS RATES) [2].

Predecessors
of families

232 T h

2 3 3 u
2 3 5 u

238u

239pu

Thermal

((J)=1014

T j

Short

21

221

372

97

4851

reactors

n/cm2s)

T j

Long

4.6

53

19

1

46

Fast

((j)=10

Tj

Short

38

117

92

841

4290

reactors

l14 n/cm2s)

Tj

Long

11

62

19

5.7

28

Superthermal reactors

((J)=1014

Tj

Short

41

168

173

275

4610

n/cm2s)

Tj

Long

3.8

23

2.5

3.5

58

Natural

(4>=io14

T j

Short

0.0052

111

0.037

0.0008

2300

toxicity

n/cm2s)

T;

Long

0.0052

46

0.48

0.0068

13

Due to a small burnup reactivity swing, lack of Pa-Np types of reactivity effects, the following choice
of subcriticality level seems to be reasonable, if TransPu burnout not demand an external neutron "help":
1^ = 0.95-0.97.

The principle parameters of fast spectrum ADS-TransPu-Burners can be the following:

k^ = 0.95 and z = 25 n /1 GeV-proton, cp* = 1.5. Then one needs < 5% of ADS-TransPu-Burners in
all park of reactors. Proton current is expecting to be 50 mA/GWe and the fraction of NP-energy spent
for accelerator needs: 0.5 %. The system consisting of LWR's (closed cycle) and TransPu-Burners can
produce (as a neutron surplus) 0.03 neutron per every fission in NP, which is available for partial
LLFP-incineration.

Such ADS-Burner can be used as well for Pu-burnout (if needed). In this case, it will be reasonable to
use a high neutron surplus of Pu for LLFP-incineration. However, the justification of ADS for Pu-
buming is more difficult; it can be done in critical reactors also.

For comparison, one can assess a potential of the LWR standard neutron spectra for TransPu-burnout
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(cp* = 1.5, F = 0.8 n/fission instead of F = 1/fission for fast spectrum systems) in the standard neutron
flux level: 1014 n/cm2s. One can get: DTransPu = 0.69 (see Table III), Go = -1 n/fission, k,ff = (1 - G</v)"'
= 0.7, proton current I = 520 mA/GWc. One needs all ADS energy to spend for the accelerator needs.
As for "superthermal" neutron spectrum and elevated flux level (1015 n/cm2s), one can get: DTnu,sPlI =
0.11, Go = -0.41, 1^ = 0.85 and proton current I = 210 mA/GWe. Moreover, there are no neutrons for
LLFP-incineration and the FWT reduction potential is approximately one order lower than of fast
spectrum (lower bumup, thermal efficiency, et a) .

In the hypothesis of continuation of nuclear power in the long term future, with the possibility to
increase its energy output if required by eventual energy demand, one has to provide a system which be
able:

• to breed fuel to make use of natural resources,

• to reduce LLFP toxicity in a large scale.

For this stage it is necessary to have a nuclear system with a sufficient neutron surplus to minimize fuel
waste toxicity, LLFP-incineration and fuel breeding. It would be hopeful (particularly important for its
public acceptability) if this system has deterministic safety features allowing to be definitely resistant to
heavy accidents which lead to fuel disintegration.

ADS economics will play an important role if one wants to use a large park of innovative nuclear power
installations. Competitive ADS (slightly subcritical: k^ = 0.98) and reactivity stabilized blanket on the base
of competitive fast reactor technology (i.e. lead coolant, dense fuel) seems to be attractive.

More important that supplementary neutrons of ADS can allow to compensate a drawback of oxide fuel
- relatively large bumup reactivity swing. It means that fast spectrum ADS with oxide fuel can have
deterministic safety features and can be economically acceptable.

To be sure in the optimum choice of ADS-spectrum, one can compare the potential of a thermal
spectrum ADS (cp* = 1, F = 0.8 n/fission for proton beam 1 GeV): the same subcriticality level (k,.ff = 0.98)
leads to higher proton current (factor of 1.3). Meanwhile, the reduction of the FWT is a factor of one order
less than for fast spectrum, as well as many less neutrons are available for LLFP-transmutation.

B.4.4.4. On specific features of fuel cycles.

The Uranium fuel cycle

Potentially fast spectra have the following neutronics regarding transmutation problems:

• in fully closed Uranium fuel cycle (averaged bumup level B = 15%) the reduction of the FWT is
assessed as two orders in magnitude when compared with standard LWR-open fuel cycle,

• neutron surplus for fuel self-sustaining fast reactors (zero breeding gain) is varying from 0.3
neutrons/fission for oxide fuel up to 0.5 neutrons/fission for metal fuel.

Example: the neutronic potential of an ADS - slightly subcritical lead cooled fast breeder system with
nitride fuel and proton beam source (lead is used as a coolant as well as a liquid target for proton beam)
and ^ = 0.98 can be the following:

• neutron surplus - about 0.4 neutron per fission (zero breeding gain) in fuel plus 0.05
neutrons/fission due to spallation in lead target,

• relatively small (about 5% of the total energy) consumption for proton beam support.

The total neutron surplus (that can be available) both for breeding and for LLFP-incineration is assessed
0.45 neutrons/fission that seems to be enough to bumout all dangerous fission products and/or to reproduce
new fuels for NP further development.

Economics of this system allows it to be rather competitive taking into account the simplicity advantage
features: no needs in control rods, 2-circuits scheme, no needs in anti-coolant fire and anti-coolant
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explosion protections, et c. Subcriticality plus a stabilized reactivity allow to increase a deterministic margin
regarding reactivity type of accidents.

Hence, a reasonable compromise between safety features, reduction fuel waste potential and economics
seems to be achieved for ADS with Uranium fuel cycle.

The Thorium fuel cycle

Thorium fuel cycle can have an attractive potential feature related to relatively small production of
transplutonium [5,6] and, hence, to low MA concentrations (except ^"Np, ̂ Pu) at equilibrium. As a result,
the FWT level for both thermal and fast spectrum reactors during the first 103 years after incineration is
much lower (see Fig. 1) than for Uranium fuel cycle. Later on, the advantage of Thorium cycle in the FWT
is disappearing due to large concentrations of very long term toxic 233U, ^ U , as well as 231Pa.

232Th-fuel has relatively tight neutron balance both in fast and thermal neutron spectra; for every fission
it produces many fewer neutrons than ^'U (see Table I).

To use an advantage of subcriticality in deterministic safety features, one needs to have a bumup
reactivity swing and reactivity effects as low as possible. A low burnup reactivity swing can be realized in
traditional reactor designs if fuel concentration in the beginning of cycle (BOL) is "below" of equilibrium
one (to compensate of core poisoning by fission products). It si more easy to realize this condition for
subcritical ADS than for critical reactors. However, at a low k°eff, an accelerator energy consumption is too
high. For example, for medium size fast reactors (0.5 -1) GWe with 232Th- feeding, if equilibrium k°efr value
is to be close to 0.95 and one has the reactivity stable (during burnup) core. If one propose to increase k0^
by 233U-enrichment change, it leads to a loss of reactivity during core life and to a loss of reactivity margin
regarding reactivity accidents.

Another disadvantage of thorium cycle is a high "protactinium effect" of reactivity (much higher than
corresponding "neptunium effect" for Uranium cycle for standard fluxes), which demands to keep a low
k°eff - value. To avoid problems with the protactinium effect and to increase neutron surplus, the Thorium
cycle needs "reduced flux level" concepts.

Hence, for Thorium cycle, a compromise between deterministic safety, subcriticality level and
economics will be more difficult as either one has a low k0^ and deterministic safety features with "weak"
economics, or one has an acceptable economics (higher k^) with a "standard" safety level.

B.4.4.5. The long-term toxicity of fuel inventory.

The total fuel inventory toxicity is proportional to the mass of fuel inventory (per power unit) and to
fuel toxicity. Fuel inventory INV is inversely proportional to the product (af x F), where F is the averaged
neutron flux. To minimize INV, one should increase (cxf x F) both for thermal and fast neutron spectra. This
gives an advantage to the high fluxes and thermal spectrum concepts. If the (<jf x F) growth in a critical
reactor can be achieved by a fuel concentration decrease (avoiding an increase of the specific power), then
the neutron balance becomes tighter, and it leads to a bumup decrease and finally to the FWT increase.

One could increase F by decreasing k^ (subcriticality effect), accounting for a possible fuel
concentration drop, but the corresponding inventory reduction is expected to be relatively modest. For a
reasonable level of subcriticality (k^ = 0.8 - 0.9) the total effect will not exceed roughly a factor of = 1.5
in inventory toxicity reduction.

B.4.4.6. Power Reduction or Stagnation Stage Scenarios.

In this type of scenarios, subcritical systems can be helpful due to their lower sensitivity to fuel mass
inventory and isotopic content. Besides, they can give more flexibility for the elimination of residual fuel
and LLFP toxicities.
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The principal goal for this stage can be to approach a minimum (close to zero) mass inventory and zero
toxicity of MA:s and LLFP:s.

It is very important to have the appropriate installations and one can use Burners (or a part of a reactor
park) eventually used in previous stages, such as ADS/TransPu-Bumers, FR-ADS with Uranium or
Thorium fuels, et c.

For burning-out the residual toxic fuel (or stocked fuel) some versions of ADS can be particularly
suitable since no critical mass is demanded, larger masses of LLFP (if one will use a large neutron surplus
potential: low k°eff - options) can be eliminated, smallest fuel inventory (particularly, high neutron flux and
thermalized neutron spectrum systems [7,8] can be exploited).

It has to be mentioned, however, that for high flux ADS concept with relatively short core lives (one-
several months), a corresponding rapid reprocessing technology has to be available. Otherwise, standard
(relatively long) cooling and reprocessing times leads to elimination of all advantages of these concepts.
In the case of delayed reprocessing, the averaged neutron flux level is rapidly decreasing and fuel masses
in fuel cycle is increasing.

B.4.5. CONCLUSIONS

Looking on futuristic fission systems with maximum reduction of long-term radiotoxicity risk for
energy production unit one can conclude that the ACCELERATOR DRIVEN SYSTEMS are able to
improve NP acceptability:

• ADS can increase the neutron surplus available for LLFP incineration. This is important for thefuel
cycle with reduced neutron surplus production (e.g. Thorium fuel cycle). Meanwhile, this potential
depends on ADS-economics, i.e. on a fraction of energy spent for accelerator and a capital cost of
accelerator [9];

• The advantage of ADS - a tolerance to large reactivity insertion and to other anticipated reactivity
transients without scram, seems to be essential. However, this advantage can be realized in the frame
of economical acceptability if there is no large bumup-swing or other large "internal" sources of
reactivity insertions;

• The potential of ADS in the fuel toxicity reduction and fuel inventory toxicity reduction seems to be
important at near future (transPu-burnout), as well as for long-term perspective (regarding deterministic
safety features realization) and for "reduction power" scenarios (residual waste burners with low
inventories).

The most promising ADS (regarding neutron surplus production) is the fast spectrum system based on
Uranium fuel cycle due to higher external (|i) and internal (G) neutron surplus production potentials.
Thorium fuel cycle is the most attractive regarding on a fuel waste toxicity for 100 - 30000 years. This cycle
seems to be attractive, if the importance of LLFP toxicity reduction and fuel breeding would be estimated
as less important. ADS can help to compensate a shortcoming of Thorium cycle in neutron surplus
production. However, deterministic safety feature concept realization can demand a higher fraction of
energy.

According to the general transmutation potential, TransPu-Bumer is one of the most promising system
at near future for waste fuel toxicity reduction and LLFP-incineration. If one wants to minimize a park of
these Burners and to reduce an energy consumption for proton beam; it needs to use fast spectrum ADS
(slightly subcritical) with a stabilized (regarding reactivity swing) blankets. These ADS in a combination
with LWR's (closed Uranium cycle) allow to reduce the fuel waste toxicity by a factor of 100 in magnitude
and can be deterministic safe regarding reactivity type of accidents. Concluding, one has to reveal a
necessity and profitability of ADS use in nuclear power. The corresponding "niches" for ADS can be
formulated as the following:

• for transplutonium burnout (Uranium fuel cycle)
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It seems that TransPu-fuel can not be used in critical reactors because an unacceptable neutronics (small
delayed neutron fraction, small Doppler effect, positive void effect, et a ) . Meanwhile, this fuel has some
attractive features: lack of Np-Pa type effects, a low burnup reactivity swing, positive neutron surplus in
fast spectrum. This stimulates to use the fast spectrum ADS with attractive economics.

Pu-bumup is also possible in similar ADS. However, Pu-fuel is rich of neutrons in any neutron spectra.
Hence, a justification of this ADS application is more problematic.

• for wide deterministic safety principles application, fuel breeding and LLFP-incineration (Uranium fuel
cycle) at the stage of long-term nuclear power development.

Breeding potential as well as LLFP-transmutation are sensitive to neutron surplus. ADS can enhance
this surplus. However, spallation neutrons are rather expensive and it seems reasonable to increase neutron
surplus firstly for the account of inherent neutronics potential of blankets (e.g. using fast spectrum
advantages) and then to use an external source if needed. An attractive compromise can be achieved on the
base of a fast spectrum slightly subcritical ADS with oxide or dense fuel.

• for a minimization both MA-production and fuel waste toxicity as well as for deterministic safety
principles use (Thorium fuel cycle).

ADS plays a more important role for Thorium cycle concepts due to an inherent neutron "tightness"
of Thorium family. The compromise between acceptable economics, deterministic safety and neutron
surplus potential is more difficult to achieve than for Uranium cycle.

• for residual waste burnout ("reduction nuclear power" scenarios) with a high flux and/or thermalized
neutron spectra ADS-concepts, due to a low fuel inventory requirement.

The potential niches of ADS are presented in the Table IV.

TABLE IV. ADS-PERSPECTIVE "NICHES"

Scenarios

near future
long-term future

(Uranium and Thorium fuel cycles)
stagnation or nuclear power

reduction

• TransPu-Burners

(closed fuel cycle)

Goals:

TransPu-intensive burnup;

Deterministic safety for
reactivity accidents;

Pu-rapid burnout (if
needed).

• Waste Reducer-Burner

(closed Uranium fuel cycle)

Goals:

Reduction of fuel waste and LLFP;

Deterministic safety for reactivity
accidents;

Acceptable economics.

• Fuel Waste Toxicity Reducer

(closed Thorium fuel cycle)

Goals:

Small TRU-production:

Deterministic safety for reactivity
accidents.

• Residual Waste Burner

Goals:

Minimization of residual
waste masses;

Reduction of LLFP-toxicity.
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